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Improving Profitability with Rotational Crops
Member Information Forum
Approximately 45 people attended the Canegrowers Burdekin Member Information Forum held on
Wednesday. The forum theme was Improving Profitability with Rotational Crops.

Dan Galligan the new CEO of CANEGROWERS Queensland was the first speaker. After six years
heading up the Queensland Farmers Federation (QFF), Dan has taken the reins of CANEGROWERS
Qld at a time when the industry is navigating some of the toughest issues in its 100 year history.
Dan provided an overview of his first 100 days in the role together with a latest update on State and
Federal Government activity to resolve the marketing impasse. Dan felt the most positive thing about
Minister Macfarlane’s recent mediation action was that Macfarlane had set a deadline of 30 days for
industry to work out a commercial resolution and although Macfarlane had stated that if we cannot
come to a commercial solution that he would make a decision and that neither the millers nor the
growers would like his decision ...the fact is we do not like what we have right now. Dan advised he
is well aware that the clock is ticking and the end of this year is an important deadline for many
growers who are right now making decisions as to whether to plant or not.

“

Dan Galligan, CEO
CANEGROWERS Qld

A lot of people want to
stand on the sidelines with
Meeting Chair, Phil Marano put to growers the recent media comments
an opinion but are not
made by Dominic Nolan of the Australian Milling Council where Dominic prepared to do more than
had questioned whether individual growers support their organisations in
make comments.
relation to the current marketing dispute, implying that individual growers
were prepared to work with the millers on the millers marketing proposal but that the Collectives were
being hard to work with and acting against growers wishes. Grower attendees made it clear that they
Phil Marano,
supported the work being undertaken by CANEGROWERS on this critical topic. They also made it clear
CANEGROWERS
that they would not have their rights stripped from them. Questions asked included “What can we do to
Burdekin Chair
help push this along” and “I’m sick of the mills stalling” and “This needs to be resolved in 2 weeks not 2
months I need to know do I ratoon or plough out”.

“

Next speaker was Bryce Wenham the QSL Financial Manager - Supplier Relations. In this role Bryce manages the direct
relationship with QSL's suppliers and needs to maintain an in-depth understanding of growers' needs. He is responsible for the
negotiation and management of Raw Sugar Supply Agreements with Millers and providing pooling and loan products, and
general support to members.
Bryce advised there is light at the end of the tunnel (growers were
pleased to hear that this light was not the pearly gates) as we
could be moving to the first deficit in 5 years (expect a deficit of
around 3m tonnes) as people are eating their way through the
world sugar surplus. This forecast deficit may result in the price
increasing to up to 15 cents p/lb over the next 18 months as the
market transitions away from surpluses. Bryce advised the
Harvest Pool is well positioned to exploit any increases in the
market.
Bryce spoke about the impact of a fall in the Australian Dollar and
how a 1 cent reduction equates to around $30 movement in world
sugar price.
When asked how was the Wilmar Pool going ...given Wilmar have said they are so much better than QSL. Bryce advised that it is
early days with Wilmar only pricing 7% of their pool at this stage but so far the Wilmar Pool is sitting around $350 and all of the
QSL pools are above this mark. Click here for Bryce’s presentation.
Continues pages 2
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Improving Profitability with Rotational Crops
Member Information Forum continued
Mike Hanks the Principal Scientist at the
Qld Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
was next to speak. Mike is passionate about
addressing yield decline by improving soil
health with changes to fallow practices and
rotational crops. Mike provided a blunt and
to the point session with a key message that
Many Burdekin Soils are Biological
deserts and the soil is really only holding
the plant upright!!!
Mike stated...you
cannot continually plant the same crop in the
same ground over and over again. Some
growers blame the varieties but in many
cases the problem is planting continuous
cane, heavy machinery that is mismatched
to row spacing, excessive cultivation and
excess fertiliser.
Research indicates that
growers should grow a longer well managed
legume fallow which will give farm soils a
proper break and control weeds and allow
soil health to improve and result in increased
cane production and profitability over the
crop cycle.

Speakers at the Members Information Forum
Dan Galligan (CANEGROWERS Qld CEO), Craig Feil (Swire Shipping Sales Manager),
Bryce Wenham (QSL Financial Manager), Mike Hanks (DAF Principal Scientist) & Phil
Marano (CANEGROWERS Burdekin Chair)

Chris Richards, the Northern Manager of the Blue Ribbon Grain and Pulses was next to speak. Chris advised that Blue Ribbon
has been in the Burdekin for over 6 years and has steadily extended its involvement into a number of agricultural markets and
now services global demand for quality pulses with Blue Ribbon’s operations encompass the processing, handling, marketing,
and global containerised distribution. Although Blue Ribbon sold their mill to SunRice last year they are committed to the region
and have purchased 2 hectares next to the rice mill. On this land they plan to install 5 * 80 tonne storage units and establish their
own processing plant in the future.
Chris explained that Blue Ribbon is the largest exporter of mung beans in Australia and his role is to assist the grower with
logistics, harvesting, planting and pricing.
Chris said mungs are a quick crop between 75 to 80 days and the price is good
between $1200 and $1300 per tonne and they are expecting another 1 or 2 good seasons coming up. Chris advised that if a
grower was interested the first step is to talk to an agronomist to develop a game plan and then to see him. Chris’ contact
number is 0428 578 745.
Craig Feil the Sales Manager of Swire Shipping then provided attendees with an overview of Swire Shipping’s recently launched
express containerised shipping service between Townsville Port and Shanghai. Craig spoke about the opportunities this new
service offered to growers. Craig will issue an invitation (via canenews) in the coming months for growers to undertake a tour of
the Swire Shipping operation at Townsville Port. Craig also recommended that growers interested in moving into an export crop
contact Austrade and/or Trade Investment Queensland.
Last speaker before a delicious BBQ was our local SmartCane Facilitator Terry Granshaw. Terry advised he is there to help
growers improve their business. Terry gave some recent examples of the benefits growers have experienced from being part of
the SmartCane BMP program such as: assistance with measuring what a growers pump was actually pumping and by making
some minor changes substantially reduced the grower’s power usage and electricity costs, simple solutions to comply with
chemical storage legal requirements and assistance with free trialling the DAF dual herbicide sprayer.
What appeared to be of most interest to growers was a simple demonstration of the many benefits available from GPS systems
and how Terry can assist growers obtain the full use of their GPS and how this system can be the record keeping system which
will provide growers with the data needed for SmartCane BMP accreditation. Terry stressed that SmartCane BMP is all about
profitability and productivity and good record keeping is a key. Click here for Terry’s presentation.
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Members Information Forum
Wednesday 16 September
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Latest update on State Government activity to
resolve the marketing impasse and to stop
Wilmar stripping growers of their rights to
access QSL
On 19 May 2015 the Member for Dalrymple, Mr Shane Knuth MP, introduced the Sugar
Industry (Real Choice in Marketing) Amendment Bill 2015 to the Queensland Parliament. (click
here for Sugar Industry -Real Choice in Marketing- Amendment Bill 2015) (Click here for the
Explanatory Notes).

A solution by
Christmas???

The objective of the Bill was to provide cane growers with the right to have real choice over who sells
and prices Grower Economic Interest (GEI) sugar and address the imbalance in market power between mill owners and growers.
The Private Member’s Bill was referred to the Agriculture and Environment Committee for consideration. The Committee had a
reporting deadline of Monday 14th September.
The Committee held a public hearing on Monday, 31 August 2015. Click here to view the archived video of the hearing. Click
here to view the transcript of the hearing. Canegrowers Burdekin Chair, Phil Marano attended and spoke at this public hearing
On Monday 14th September, the Committee tabled its report on the Bill. The report is available here.
State Government Agriculture Committee fails to recommend the KAP Private Members Bill
Jennifer Howard MP, the Chair Committee stated that the Private Members Bill has too many unknowns for the Bill be passed in
its current form. Ms Howard also stated that the likely regulatory impacts are unknown.
The result of this decision is that the Private Members Bill will not be debated in Parliament for at least 3 months (if at all??). In
addition, the Committee stated it does not see that the Parliament should treat the Bill as an urgent matter and indeed the
Committee suggested that the industry month-long mediation process being instigated by the Federal Government to assist the
industry negotiate future marketing arrangements for raw sugar provides a further compelling reason for the Queensland
Parliament not to debate the Bill early.
The Committee made the following four recommendations:
1.

The committee recommends that the completion of the regulatory impact assessment of the Sugar Industry (Real Choice in
Marketing) Amendment Bill 2015 by the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries be required before the House considers the
passage of the Bill in its present form.

2.

The committee recommends that the Minister requests his Department of Agriculture and Fisheries to conduct a regulatory
impact assessment of the Bill in conjunction with the Queensland Productivity Commission, and that the Minister tables the
department’s report on this assessment prior to the Bill being brought on for the second reading debate. Minister responsible:
Minister for Agriculture & Fisheries

3.

The Committee recommends that the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries in its periodic review of the Sugar Industry Act
1999 consider:





the efficacy of the collective bargaining provisions



the future viability of Queensland Sugar Limited should mills exit current sugar marketing arrangements.

the need for recognising ‘grower choice’ in cane supply agreements
the need for arbitration to be made an option for resolving contractual and pre-contractual disputes between growers and
mill owners, and

Minister responsible: Minister for Agriculture & Fisheries
4.

That the Treasurer consider whether arrangements should be provided for members to access confidential advice on
regulatory impacts from the Queensland Productivity Commission in relation to the development of their private members’
Bills. Minister responsible: Treasurer

In light of the above report plus the leadership changes at the Federal level, CANEGROWERS are working to investigate exactly
what this all means for any possible regulatory reform on marketing.
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Breaking POSITIVE
News - on State
Government activity to
resolve the marketing
impasse and to stop
Wilmar stripping
growers of their rights
to access QSL

The Private Members Bill put forward by Shane Knuth has
been fast tracked and will be debated and voted on in
Parliament by 3rd December.
This follows the State Government’s Agricultural Committee on
Monday failing to recommend the Bill with the Committee
stating “they could see no reason to for the Bill to be fast
tracked”.
The change appears to have come about due to the Bill
receiving the endorsement of independent MP Billy
Gordon. Mr Gordon’s support now provides the numbers for
the Bill to be passed with either the support of the Government
or the Opposition.

Researchers say sugar
harvesting
inefficiencies is costing
millions

ABC’s Landline aired a story on the 13th September stating
“Sugar Research Australia says in the worst-case scenario,
farmers are losing more than 40 per cent of their crop because
of poor harvesting practices.”
Click here to watch the story.

Latest virtual bus tour
segment released

Many of you have met Gerard Puglisi because of the many
hats he wears across the sugar industry and many have
mentioned they’d love to visit his farm, so CANEGROWERS
have made the Puglisi’s cane and cocoa farm in Mossman the
next episode in the Virtual Bus Tour series.
Gerard and his father Angelo take us for a walk around their
Mossman farm and talk about the cocoa and chocolate
business they have set up. They also talk about a great little
tourism venture run by Gerard’s wife, Therese, which gives
tourists flooding to the area for the rain forest and reef, a
chance to check out the technology and sustainability of
Australian farms. Click here to check it out.
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Crush statistics
2015
estimate
8,270,000

64%
Week 14 as at 12/09/2015

TO DATE

CROP CRUSHED

5,284,297
tonnes
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Scale, Salinity, Calcium, Iron & Corrosion
Reduction System Australia
Greens Water Group are proud to be working with DELTAwater solutions,
we treat a range of water types such as bore water, river water, town water
and irrigation water and their problems including:
 Salinity
 Scale build-up caused by calcium and magnesium
 Water hardness
 Iron
 Corrosion

The water treatment and commercial water treatment system technology
reduces scale build-up, salinity, iron and corrosion and enhances water
quality across a range of applications. The benefits of treating your water
with the DELTA technology are many – reduced maintenance which saves you both time and money, improved water quality and
improved efficiency of water-reliant systems.
The DELTA technology prevents blocking in irrigation, industrial and commercial systems such as hot water units, solar systems,
commercial and domestic coffee machines, large-scale irrigators, hydroponics, garden and commercial dripper systems…the list
is endless for how DELTA’s scale reduction system Australia can create higher performance. Whether it be at home, in the
paddock, in the garden, in high-rise commercial buildings, in wineries and market gardens, orchards, sports ovals or mines –
DELTA water treatment has the solution.
The team at Greens look forward to helping you along with the team from Deltawater solutions Greens are holding an information
session at 5 pm Monday 28th September if you would like to meet the Delta team and know more please call us 4783 2411

Bookings are essential.
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Are you using the products as per label
conditions?
By Matt Kealley, Senior Manager - Environment Sustainability

The results from surface water samples collected from the 27th June 2015 from Barratta Creek (in the
Haughton catchment show concentrations of metolachlor that was unusually high and atrazine levels
that exceed some water quality guidelines.
The water quality of the Barratta Creek is continually monitored by the Queensland Government for the Great Barrier Reef
Catchment Loads Monitoring Program to support the health of the Great Barrier Reef.
The measured concentration of metolachlor (19 µg/L) exceeded the ecosystem protection trigger value (0.02 µg/L) as set out in
the Australian and New Zealand Water Quality Guidelines (ANZECC and ARMCANZ, 2000). Exceedances of the metolachlor
ecosystem protection trigger value have not previously been reported. This is the first occasion in which the exceedance of the
metolachlor trigger value has been this high.
As previously stated, growers need to ensure they are using best practice, are mindful off irrigation losses and are being proactive
in dealing with these incidents. CANEGROWERS in consultation with BPS and Farmacist have been discussing this matter and
find solutions that are practical and proactive to ensure these incidents do not continue into the future. There has been some
great work done locally.
CANEGROWERS have also been in discussion with the Department of Environment & Heritage Protection and the Department of
Agriculture and Fisheries on proactive steps and extension actions on the
CANEGROWERS need to understand the context and conditions that resulted in these water quality exceedances. However
growers should continue to check:
1. Are you using the products as per label conditions?
2. Are you checking weather and BoM to assist with decision making?
3. Are you keeping records of use and application?
4. Are you accredited to use these chemicals i.e. ChemCert/ AusChem?
5. Are you using best management practices that are suitable to your farm?
6. Are you signed on the Smartcane BMP?
The measured concentration of atrazine (30 µg/L) exceeded the drinking water quality guideline for human health (20 µg/L)
(NHMRC and NRMMC, 2011) and the ecosystem protection trigger value (13 µg/L) as set out in the Australian and New Zealand
Water Quality Guidelines (ANZECC and ARMCANZ, 2000). Similar exceedances of these atrazine guideline values in Barratta
Creek have been reported previously (Exceedance Notification 2014-15 No.1).
It is important to note that this sample is of untreated surface water while the drinking water quality guidelines for human health
apply to water consumed by humans. Any exceedance of these guidelines would only be relevant if the sampled surface water is
used as the permanent source of drinking water by someone not connected to a treated tap water supply.
The Queensland Government are looking at a range of options including regulation to improve the water
quality. CANEGROWERS encourage growers to make sure they are using chemicals as per the label conditions, keep records
and sign-on to the Smartcane BMP program.

Terry Granshaw
0437 553 149
tgranshaw@bps.net.au
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MEDIA RELEASE
8 September 2015

Two years of achievements in Australian
agriculture
Minister for Agriculture, Barnaby Joyce, has marked two years
since the Coalition Government was elected to office to end
Labor’s waste, chaos and mismanagement.
“It has been an absolute privilege to serve as part of a government
that recognises the true importance of agriculture as a pillar of the
Australian economy,” Minister Joyce said.
“In the past two years we have worked hard to put in place the right
policy settings and practical measures to help increase returns to
farmers at the farmgate.
“Since the change of government the prices of soft commodities
have had one of the greatest turnarounds in our nation's history—
thanks to a range of factors including overseas demand, a low
dollar, and good management by government including delivering
three new trade agreements, seven new livestock export markets
and 42 technical market access gains.

Minister for Agriculture Barnaby Joyce with
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Chair Phil Marano

“The price of lamb in Victoria has increased from 429 cents a kilo (dressed weight) in September 2013 to 580 cents a kilo in the
week ending 28 August 2015—an increase of 35 per cent. While the price of wool has increased from 1098 cents a kilo in
September 2013 to 1258 cents a kilo in the week ending 3 September 2015—an increase of 15 per cent.
“Importantly we are also ensuring that higher soft commodity prices are being translated into better returns through to the
farmgate, and recent ABARES data has vindicated the Coalition Government’s direction since coming to office.
“Beef cattle farm cash incomes increased substantially last year, up an average 98.1 per cent per farm to $148,000 for Northe rn
Australia farms, and up by 68 per cent to $64,000 for farms in Southern Australia.
“Australian dairy farm incomes are projected to have averaged $97,000 a farm in 2014–15, a 120 per cent increase on farm cash
income in 2012–13 which averaged $44,130.
“ABARES forecasts export earnings from farm commodities will be around $41.8 billion in 2015–16—around 10 per cent higher
than the average of $38 billion over the five years to 2014–15 in nominal terms.
“We have delivered on our many substantial election commitments, including developing an Agricultural Competitiveness White
Paper which was released on 4 July 2015—a $4 billion investment in our farmers.
“Through the White Paper we are introducing new country of original labelling, putting in place clearer drought support measures,
cutting red tape, encouraging trade, strengthening biosecurity and pest and weed management, and supporting business to
innovate and create jobs.
“And work is well underway to implement the measures in the White Paper. We are rolling out improved drought concessional
loans, and have implemented changes to tax deductions for new on-farm water facilities and fodder storage assets, as well as
accelerated depreciation for fencing.
“Since coming to office, we have responded decisively to the drought situation, with investments of more than $500 million in
drought and hardship support for farmers and rural communities doing it tough. This is on top of the almost $3 billion investment
in drought support and risk management included in the White Paper.
“One of the most important things the government can do for the growth and prosperity of our agriculture sector—and for our
economy as a whole—is create as many opportunities as possible for our producers to export their premium products to premium
markets at premium prices. We have done exactly that.

Continues page 10
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Two years of
achievements in
Australian agriculture
continued

“In the agriculture portfolio since September 2013, we have
achieved 42 key market access gains or restorations of
suspended markets, and 14 key market access improvements
or actions to maintain market access.
“We’ve already secured trade deals with Japan, Korea and
China—three of our most valuable agricultural export markets,
worth $15.7 billion combined in 2014—and opened seven new
livestock export markets—Bahrain, Egypt, Iran, Cambodia,
Thailand, Lebanon and China.
“We have also realised the biggest overhaul to Australia’s
biosecurity system in over 100 years with the new Biosecurity
Act 2015, which will provide a more modern and flexible
legislative framework for managing biosecurity risks and
reduce compliance costs by $6.9 million a year.
“Through the Stronger Biosecurity and Quarantine Initiative we
have also provided over $1 million to governments and
industry to assist them to rapidly respond to pest incursions,
and committed over $37 million for 11 national eradication
programmes.
“We have implemented sensible reforms to improve scrutiny
and transparency around foreign ownership of agricultural
land—reforms that Labor has committed to dismantling.
“We have delivered on our promise to increase R&D funding,
investing $200 million in the Rural R&D for Profit Programme,
designed to deliver tangible productivity and profitability
improvements for primary producers. Over $26 million in
projects have already been announced, and round two will
open soon.
“We are cutting red tape across the ag sector across areas like
biosecurity, AgVet chemicals, import and export processes.
“We have responded to consumer demand and are working to
introduce a meaningful and clear country of origin labelling
system for food.
“This government has a clear plan for a strong and prosperous
agriculture sector, a plan that is working and delivering for
Australian farmers. I look forward continuing to work with our
farmers to realise the bright future the sector deserves.”

Harvest management
group meeting

The group will be meeting on Tuesday 22 nd September at
1.30PM. If anyone has any issues relating to the group’s
discussions they would like to be raised at the meeting please
contact Wayne Smith on 0428 834 802.

New soil conservation
guidelines for
Queensland

Please see information provided by the government regarding
the release of updated Soil Conservation Guidelines for
Queensland (available online for no cost at www.qld.gov.au/
soilguide).
Soil feeds, clothes, and houses us, cleanses the water we
drink and the air that we breathe, protects and nurtures native
plants and animals, and creates the landscapes that we love.
In this, the International Year of Soil, we are reminded that all
life depends on this thin outermost layer—or skin—of the
earth.
Just like our own skin the important contribution that soil
makes is frequently overlooked. It takes hundreds of years to
form just one centimetre of soil—and yet that same centimetre
of soil can be lost in a matter of minutes in a single short wind
or water erosion event. Here in Queensland we need to be
particularly vigilant to prevent erosion. Intense (and at times
prolonged) rain events are a feature of our climate and many
of our soils have characteristics that make them particularly
vulnerable to erosion especially when they have lost protective
vegetation cover and/or surface structure.
In the past we haven’t always practiced this vigilance and as
Queenslanders we continue to pay the price for these past
mistakes in lost agricultural production potential, increased
expense to treat water, damage to infrastructure (such as
roads and bridges), and loss of biodiversity. In this respect, the
release of updated Soil Conservation Guidelines for
Queensland (available here) is an important milestone. The
Guidelines bring together decades of research and practical
experience in Queensland’s soils and their management to
provide a wealth of information to help farmers and graziers,
and those who advise them (such as agronomists and agency
extension officers), to prevent soil degradation (in particular
water based erosion) and to remediate degraded areas.
This is the third edition of soil conservation guidelines for
Queensland—the first was published as long ago as 1966.
With each succeeding edition the information contained has
become more extensive and comprehensive reflecting growth
in our knowledge of soils and how to conserve them. This
edition in particular represents a significant expansion from the
previous, with new information about stream and gully erosion
and on management of floodplains, property infrastructure and
horticulture. This edition of Soil Conservation Guidelines for
Queensland is dedicated to our dear friend and respected
colleague Bruce Carey who recently passed away. Bruce will
have been known to many on the land. Motivating and
educating people about soil and the need to conserve it was
more than a job for Bruce—it was his life-long passion.
For more information contact: soils@qld.gov.au
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
For the week ending 15 September 2015

Marketing


CANEGROWERS provided comments to the AEC on the LNP exposure draft Sugar Industry (Facilitating Grower Choice)
Amendment Bill 2015.



CANEGROWERS met with officials from the Department of Agriculture, Treasury and Foreign Affairs and Trade in relation to
their assessment if the Mandatory Code of Conduct recommended by the Sugar Industry TaskForce.



CANEGROWERS participated in the marketing meeting in Canberra last week convened by Ian Macfarlane MP, the Minister
for Industry and Science. Minister Macfarlane delivered an ultimatum to millers and growers present to resolve the impasse
within 30 days of the appointment of a mediator or the government would deliver a solution, which was likely to be
unpalatable to either millers or growers.

Trade


CANEGROWERS is pursuing sugar market access issues relating to Indonesia and Japan with the Departments of
Agriculture and Foreign Affairs and Trade.

Electricity


CANEGROWERS had discussions with Department of Energy and Water Supply and the Productivity Commission in
preparation for the Economics and Trade Committee meeting.



Ergon has agreed to provide interval data to support the investigation into tariffs for irrigation use.

Transport


Two individual permits for over dimension class 1 ag vehicles over 4.0m width which have been followed up by
CANEGROWERS have finally been issued. The one took 2 months and the other 5 months. These were slightly more
complicated cases crossing bridges on critical roads.

ABARES survey


CANEGROWERS, in conjunction with ASMC, reviewed the SRA/DAF funded ABARES survey on “Australian sugarcane
farms physical and financial performance report 2013-14”, which was provided for comment before it is published. It is due to
be published in October 2015.

Farm management


CANEGROWERS met with Andrew Snow (a business coach with C&A Consulting) to determine if there were any synergies
to assist growers to complete the business module of the Smartcane BMP. A pilot case may be tried when a workshop plan
is presented. This is not marked as a high priority at this stage and comments on the need for this are welcome.



CANEGROWERS met with Fiona O’Sullivan (Manager, Agriculture Strategy Unit, Workplace Health and Safety Queensland)
to determine the possibility of Workplace Health and Safety Queensland advisors and inspectors running workshops based
on the Smartcane BMP. It was determined that this was an option and a possible partnership with WHSQ/BMP facilitators/
CANEGROWERS running workshops in the New Year is being investigated.

RWUE-IF


Five financial incentive applications for improved irrigation systems and two dewatering bores applications in the Burdekin
Ground Water Management Area for the RWUE-IF project have been received.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight continued
Smartcane BMP


Accreditations:

 4 additional growers accredited in 3 core modules. The districts include Plane Creek, Mackay, Burdekin and Herbert
River.

 This brings the total to 14 accredited in 3 modules and 8 accredited in 1 module.


Registration and self-assessment:

 1013 registered in the program.
 671 self-assessed in 3 modules.


Update:

 CANEGROWERS participated in a phone hook-up on mapping for displaying information and aggregated data for
Smartcane BMP.

 CANEGROWERS met with a mapping/GIS company to discuss options for spacial mapping for record keeping and the
phone app for Smartcane BMP.

Reef


CANEGROWERS participated in a Reef Alliance meeting. Discussion focused on the Queensland Great Barrier Reef
Taskforce, the upcoming Reef 2050 Reef Advisory
Committee meeting, the upcoming Reef Report Card and
the Reef Programme Awards. Discussion also focused on
an update on Australian Government Process for Reef Trust
Projects. The five projects are:

FOR HIRE

FROM CANEGROWERS Burdekin

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.



Matching fertiliser rates to yield.
Trialling of enhanced efficiency fertiliser in cane and
other intensive agriculture.
Improving grazing land management.
Supporting land manager innovation.
Maintaining water quality improvement momentum in
grains, dairy and horticulture.

Projects 1, 2 and 4 are targeted at cane. CANEGROWERS
is seeking further information.

Plastic stackable chairs
$10 plus
$0.50 per chair + GST
80 Available
Chair covers $0.50 each + GST
50 Available
Plastic Top folding tables
$5.00 per table + GST
6 Available
Tall Bar Tables
$3.00 per table + GST
6 Available

To book please phone 4790 3600
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SRA seeks research ideas New MOU to
to benefit sugarcane
strengthen
growers and millers
sugarcane breeding
Sugar Research Australia (SRA) is seeking applications for new
in both Australia and
research projects that will deliver profitability, productivity and
sustainability outcomes for sugarcane growers and millers.
Vietnam
Researchers and research institutions are being invited to submit
applications for projects as part of SRA’s call for projects to
commence in 2016/2017.
SRA CEO Mr Neil Fisher said that SRA is looking to commission
research projects that will deliver on SRA’s strategic objectives for
creating positive outcomes for sugarcane growers and millers.
“SRA continues to target gaps in our research knowledge with a
priority on projects that are achievable and deliver a significant
financial impact for sugarcane growers and millers,” Mr Fisher said.
“We also seek projects that have a focus on collaboration, that are
developed in consultation with industry, and require an investment
that is realistic in relation to the outcomes.
“I encourage researchers from within the industry and from the
broader agricultural research sector to put their best ideas forward.”
Mr Fisher said that SRA has a strategic focus on four priority Impact
Areas:



Solving Yellow Canopy Syndrome;



Conventional and genetically modified plant breeding;



Minimising harvest losses and value chain improvements; and



Improving the adoption of research.

“This call for projects has a focus on these four Impact Areas, while
SRA also recognises that important research is also needed within
the eight Key Focus Areas (KFAs) identified within SRA’s Strategic
Plan,” Mr Fisher said.
The eight KFAs can be found on the SRA website.
“We encourage researchers and research institutions to submit
preliminary research proposals and to bring their best ideas to the
table in the context of the Impact Areas and the Key Focus Areas.
“More information on how to apply is available via the SRA website,
www.sugarresearch.com.au. Questions can also be directed to the
Research Funding Unit at SRA on (07) 3331 3333.”

Sugar Research Australia (SRA) and the Sugarcane
Research Institute (SRI) of Vietnam have signed an
historic Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that will
pave the way for exchange of genetic material between
the two countries’ plant breeding programs.
The 10-year MOU is aimed to allow both countries to
improve their sugarcane plant breeding and deliver
improved outcomes for growers and millers.
This will be done by SRA and the SRI Vietnam working
collaboratively to exchange sugarcane germplasm
between their respective breeding programs, as well as
working cooperatively on research on sugarcane
diseases and pests of mutual interest, and other
collaborative research ventures such as trait
development, molecular biology and crop management.
SRA Chairman Mr Paul Wright AM said that expanding
the genetic base within the SRA sugarcane breeding
program was vital for SRA to be able to continue to
develop new and improved sugarcane varieties for
growers and millers.
“SRA already has variety exchange agreements in place
with more than 15 countries around the world and this
new MOU with Vietnam is expected to deliver new
opportunities for growers and millers, by allowing us
access to a greater pool of genetic diversity,” Mr Wright
said. “Bringing in overseas genetics to our breeding
program allows us to improve the parent population in
the program.”
Director General of the SRI Vietnam, Dr Nguyen Duc
Quang, said that the MOU would benefit both countries’
industries, as breeding material often came from different
sources.
Vietnam also has some important diseases and pests
which are of biosecurity concern to Australia.
“Working together, we can help lessen their impact on
the Vietnamese industry, as well as ensuring that the
Australian industry is well prepared for any incursion,” Dr
Nguyen Duc Quang said.
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Pricing information
2015 Season Advances & Payments
as at 10 August 2015
$/tonne IPS
Initial *
20 August 15
22 October 15
17 December 15
21 January 16
18 February 16
17 March 16
21 April 16
19 May 16
23 June 16
Final Payment

% estimated
return

$227
$243
$261
$280
$292
$301
$310
$319
$328
$346
$365

80.0%
82.5%
85.0%
87.5%
90.0%
95.0%
100%

Waterfind Burdekin
Haughton WSS Water
Market Summary

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2013 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

Allocations

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 18 September 2015
Gross

$/Tonne IPS
Net

2015 Season

$359

$339

2016 Season

$385

$365

2017 Season

$408

$388

Estimated QSL 2015 Pool Prices
As at 28 August 2015
$/Tonne IPS
GROSS
QSL Harvest Pool

$357

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$374

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$405

QSL US Quota Pool

$707

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2015

$422

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2015

$436

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2016

$411

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2016

$423

Dam Storage

The above information is provided by Waterfind.
The
information provided is of a general nature only and must not
be relied upon in substitution for professional advice.
Waterfind accepts no responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness or timeliness of any information provided. For
more information click here.

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated
regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing
over the current season.
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DATES TO
REMEMBER
CANEGROWERS
Burdekin AGM,
Thursday 5 November,
5.30pm @
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street Home
Hill

Would you like
to advertise in

Mill tour and
presentation

Women in Sugar Burdekin (WISB) are hosting a tour of the Inkerman Mill with a
presentation by Burdekin Cane Auditing Services on Wednesday 23 September beginning
at 8.45am at Inkerman Mill.
There are limited places available, to register your attendance contact WISB President
Kimberley Mallon on 0413 864 784 by Sunday 20 September.
Attendees will be required to wear long pants, long sleeved shirt and covered in shoes. The
mill will have all other PPE for the day.

SPECIAL
Member
Deals

canenews?

Discounted online training

Email

Members of CANEGROWERS Burdekin can access the online courses for a
discounted price.

bdk@canegrowers.com.au

to receive more

Courses Available

information

“Safe working near electrical assets in the rural industry”
Participate in OHS Processes
Farm Safety for Farm Managers
Members receive the discounted price of $50 with non-members paying $100.
To register phone Tiffany on 47903600

www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

@BurdekinCANE

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd
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China FTA Report

QFF &
NFF
Updates
CANEGROWERS

is an active
member of
National Farmers’
Federation (NFF)
and Queensland
Farmers
Federation
(QFF) , a
partnership
through which we
have been able to
concentrate and
leverage
influence in areas
of importance to
the cane
industry. As part
of a range of
services, NFF &
QFF provides a
range of
information,
including weekly
cross-commodity
updates.

The China-Australia Free Trade Agreement continues to be front and centre of debate in the House this
week, with Prime Minister Tony Abbott urging Labor to explain its opposition to the deal. On Tuesday, the
Prime Minister used a motion to seek backing for the agreement in its full and final form. Labor dismissed
the motion and accused the Prime Minister of pre-empting the deliberations of the Joint Standing
Committee on Treaties, who are still investigating the deal, and are due to hand down the report midOctober.
This week, NFF continued its advocacy efforts, including the launch of TV, Radio and Print advertising;
meetings with Government and Labor MPs; and gaining free media across the country. Most recently, the
NFF issued a statement this week calling for an end to the political point-scoring on the China FTA. Enacting
the China FTA will help stimulate a wave of growth: providing Australian businesses with unprecedented
entry to the world’s second largest marketplace, with access to over 1.3 billion consumers.
In its most recent statement, NFF said that Australia only needed look to New Zealand to see the huge
benefits of preferential market access. Under their FTA with China, NZ exports have quadrupled since 2008.
If Australia was allowed the same opportunity, agriculture could be looking at a $25 billion trade by 2020 to
China alone. And this means more jobs and more money in the pockets of Australian families.
While progress is being made, the JSCOT report into the China FTA is not due to be handed down until the w/
c 19 October, 2015. There is still a genuine concern that the union campaign is resonating in key marginal
seats, particularly Canning in WA. It will be more important than ever to keep momentum on highlighting the
benefits of a ratified agreement this year.
Accordingly, NFF is continuing discussions with industry stakeholders to collaborate on efforts to balance the
public debate through media and advocacy efforts and will be meeting with Labor and crossbenchers in the
coming sitting week to communicate industry concerns and seek a positive outcome.
For more, see our recent release here.
Inland Rail Delivery Plan
The Federal Government today released the Inland Rail project Delivery Plan, a move firmly backed by the
NFF. The Delivery Plan outlines a 10-year construction timeframe to complete the 1,700km project, including
some 600km of new track, at a total of $10 billion. Accompanied the plan is a detailed Business Case,
developed by the Australian Rail Track Corporation.
The Government says the new freight line will complement existing road and rail networks, dramatically
boosting farm productivity. Initially, it will provide for 1,800 metre long trains carrying containers stacked
two high, and in the long term, much heavier $3,600 metre long trains.
The new freight line will reduce transit time between Melbourne and Brisbane by more than 10 hours –
reducing the journey to less than a day. It will remove 200,000 trucks, or 5.4 bullion net tonne kilometres of
freight, from roads each year.
The NFF welcomed the announcement, saying the project will connect our three largest agricultural states
which generate over $34 billion of farm output annually. Coupled with targeted investments in port and air
freight terminals, the Inland Rail will play a pivotal role in maximising Australia’s value from new trade deals,
including the China FTA.
The NFF remains adamant that the project needs to be funded and built. Farmers will be expecting to see
bipartisan support for action heading into upcoming budget and election cycles. For more, read our release
here.
Senate inquiry supports 1500GL Cap
The NFF has welcomed the release of a Senate Committee report that recommends a legislated cap of 1500
gigalitres (GL) on water buybacks under the Murray-Darling Basin Plan.
The report into the Water Amendment Bill 2015, handed down by the Senate Environment and
Communications Legislation Committee this week, says the 1500 GL per year limit will be of significant
benefit to farming and irrigator communities in the Basin.
The NFF is pleased to see the Committee support the legislation being passed, and now urge all sides of
politics to ensure its smooth passage through the Senate to enshrine the cap as law.
Misuse of Market Power
This week, a coalition of business groups including the NFF wrote to Parliamentarians seeking support for
amendments to section 46 of the Competition and Consumer Act. Together, the coalition represents more
than 500,000 businesses, employing more than three million people.
The group outlined a serious deficiency in the competition dynamic in Australia, and that a practical
mechanism to ensure healthy competition in markets comprising small, medium and large businesses will be
achieved through the a proposed amendment to section 46:
“A corporation that has a substantial degree of power in a market shall not engage in conduct that has the
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purpose, effect or likely effect of substantially lessening competition in that or any other market.”
The proposed amendment is aimed at increasing competition, consumer choice and improvements to productivity and innovation. A key
change advocated by the Harper Review is the introduction of an “effects test” which allows the ACCC to deter anti-competitive practices.
The coalition of organisations agrees with the Harper Review, and other competition experts like Professor Allan Fels, that change is needed
to make our competition laws fit for purpose.
For more information, please contact NFF Deputy CEO Tony Mahar.
ACCC: New Protections for Supermarket Suppliers
The ACCC is running a campaign to remind grocery suppliers about protections they may have under the new Food and Grocery Code of
Conduct. The voluntary code is enforced by ACCC and so far Coles, Woolworths, Aldi and Sydney-based retailer About Life have signed up to
it.
Key protections under the Code include:



Retailers and wholesalers must enter into written grocery supply agreements with suppliers;



retailers and wholesalers must act in good faith;



retailers must meet a set of minimum behavioural standards when dealing with matters such as payment, de-listing, specifications for
fresh produce, and allocating shelf space;



threatening suppliers with business disruption or termination without reasonable grounds is prohibited; and

processes to help suppliers resolve disputes with retailers and wholesalers
For more information, please see here.
Potential ban of Kangaroo imports into California
The NFF have become aware of a ‘sunset clause’ contained in Californian Legislation stipulating the expiry of this Legislation at the end of
2015 (effectively banning the importation of kangaroo products into California). The Californian market is essential to Australia’s kangaroo
industry, valued at approximately $174 million with 1,800 employment positions that currently exist along the supply chain.
The greater risk however, lies in the management of Australia’s delicate rangeland environment and ecology systems. Without the existence
of a viable commercial kangaroo market in Australia, there will no longer be any economic incentive to sustainably manage kangaroo
populations to maintain balance within the Australian environment. This has significant animal welfare implications given the variability of
Australia’s climatic conditions, for both the kangaroo species themselves and livestock grazed in these rangelands.
Given the difficulties the prohibition of imports will place on the agricultural industry in Australia, the NFF is completely supportive of the
California Assembly Bill 1188 (Gipson). The NFF encourages members affected by this potential ban to contact the Californian Government
and urge them to allow continued importation of kangaroo products into California.
Sugar Industry Round Table
On Wednesday the NFF attended the Sugar Industry Round Table held in Canberra. Chaired by the Hon. Ian McFarlane - Minister for Industry
and Science, the round table brought together industry organisations, milling corporations and independent growers to discuss current issues
facing the Australian sugar industry. Much of the discussion concerned the marketing of sugar in the wake of the decision by three major
millers to withdraw from marketing arrangements with Queensland Sugar Limited. The Minister informed industry organisation and millers
that he would provide them with a mediator to facilitate the development of a workable outcome, with a timeline of 45 days to present it
back to government.
NFF member CANEGROWERS has to date led the industry in working with government and millers to obtain a workable outcome. The NFF
will support CANEGROWERS where required to ensure that the outcomes of any negations are to the benefit of Australian sugar
producers. For further information, please contact Tony Mahar.
From Farm to Fork Campaign
The NFF this week welcomed the launch of Landcare Australia’s From Farm to Fork campaign, an initiative to raise funds for environmental
activities on farms and to educate Australian kids where their food comes from.
Australian farmers have been active in Landcare since NFF helped to develop it over 25 years ago. Farmers understand that sustainable land
management is a fundamental activity on farm. It’s estimated that farmers contribute $2.60 for every Government dollar spent on natural
resource management.
The campaign is a positive initiative for farmers and the communities they support. Individuals or organisations can show their support by
hosting a feast with friends, colleagues or schoolmates; take on the fresh living challenge; or dine at a participating restaurant.
Funds raised will go towards supporting sustainable farmers, kids food and fibre education and/or local Landcare groups. For more
information, see here.
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Contact Us
HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

Debra Burden

Wayne Smith

Michelle Andrews

canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.
PROJECT & TRAINING CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill

General Manager

0417 709 435
4790 3603

Manager: Member Services

0428 834 802
4790 3604

Manager: Finance & Admin
Payroll & Administration

Martine Bengoa

Insurance Consultant

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:

43 114 632 325

Postal Address: PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
Telephone:

(07) 4790 3600

Facsimile:

(07) 4783 4914

Email:

bdk@canegrowers.com.au

4790 3602

JP (Qual)

Tiffany Giardina

Published Weekly by:

4790 3601
4790 3605
0408 638 518

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

David Lando
Deputy Chair

david@landoandsons.com.au

0417 770 345

Russell Jordan

jorfar@exemail.com.au

0427 768 479

Owen Menkens

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Arthur Woods

artywoods1@bigpond.com

0415 961 945

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.

Disclaimer
In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Burdekin Cane Auditors—Workplace Coordinators
Site

Name

Email

Phone

Inkerman

Vicki Lewis

vicki@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 1020

Kalamia

Ray Collinson

ray@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4783 0319

Pioneer

Geraldine Cantarella

geraldine@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 5346

Invicta

Mark Saunders

mark@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 9153

